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* Laminates
* Long-lasting
* Non-gumming
* Invisible

* Provides protective coating
* Bonds to surface
* Will not build-up on surface
* May be used on any surface

* Protects against marks & scuffs
* A small amount goes a long way
* Do not have to clean as often
* Restores original luster & beauty

If you're going to clean it, then protect it!
SHIELD is a one step cleaner and protectant that is uniquely formulated to clean, condition, and protect any hard 
surface. The invisible coating inhibits ultraviolet rays, extends the life of the materials, seals out moisture and beautifies 
the original luster and color. It is long lasting and will protect against mars, adhesives, scuffs, pens, inks and help reduce most 
graffiti problem. Best of all it leaves a rock hard invisible laminated protective finish. 

SHIELD
ONE STEP cLEaNEr & PrOTEcTaNT wIPES 

DEScrIPTION

bENEfITS - fEaTurES aDvaNTagES

* Walls * Rubber
* Lockers * Autos
* Tables * Boats
* Vinyls * Painted Surfaces
* Leather * Machinery
* Wood * Conveyor Belts
* Plexiglass * Porcelain
* Marble * Tiles

* Manufacturers * Industry
* Hospitals * Nursing Homes
* Hotels/Motels * Office Buildings
* Printers/Binderies * Post Offices
* Airports * Transportation Departments
* Schools * Restaurants/Cafeterias
* Bowling Alleys * Vendors
* Train Stations * Bus Depots

Fragrance..............................Minimal
Appearance........................Tan Wipe
pH.................................................7.0

Solubility...............................Dispensable
Boiling point...................................212oF
Specific gravity..................................1.00

Freeze/thaw stability......Keep from Freezing
Shelf life..........................................1 yr. min         

Open and unfold wipe to full size. Using 
abrasive side begin wiping surface 
applying uniformly. If portion of cloth is 
completely absorbed with dirt, use 
unused area to complete cleaning. Then 
remove excess with a clean soft cloth for 
a beautiful shine. Use often to insure 
maximum effectiveness. 

I t  may be necessary to preclean 
excessively s o i l e d  a r e a  b e f o r e 
applying this product.

Previously neglected surfaces may 
require multiple applications to achieve 
desired results.

Not for use on leather garments, 
suede, or decorative leather goods.

Do not apply to steering wheels, 
brakes,gas or clutch pedals or other 
vehicle control surfaces
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